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Learn how to use certificate templates and produce professional award certificates on time. Microsoft Word comes with a selection of certificate templates to make the process easy. The instructions in this article apply to Word for Microsoft 365, Word 2019, Word 2016 and Word 2013. The easiest way to make
certificates in Word is to use the Word template. There are templates for many cases, and the text can be changed for your specific award or event. Here's how to create a certificate in Word. Open the Word and select The New One. In the text search box, the Certificate is in place to filter certificate templates. Choose a
template and then select Create. The certificate opens as a new document. To add a custom boundary, select the Design tab and select page boundaries in the Page Background group. In the Borders and Shading dialog, select the Page Border tab. In the Settings section, select custom and select the boundary.
Choose OK to apply the boundary pattern you've chosen. To change the colors of the certificate, choose a different theme. Go to the Design tab and select colors in the document formatting group. Hover over the topic to see it in the document, and then select the color theme you want to use. Save the changes. The text
of the certificate is fully edited. Edit the text to say whatever you want and then change the font, color and distance between the text. In Word, double-click the text sample to select it. Choose the Home tab. In the font group, choose the font and font size. Choose Bold, Italic or Underline if you wish. Select the color drop
arrow and select the color to apply to the text. Use the custom text you want to use. Repeat the process with each section of text on the certificate and then save the file. You don't need to use a template to create a certificate. Microsoft opens the default vertically oriented sheet 8.5 x 11, but most certificates are made in
landscape orientation, so you'll make this change to get started. To make a certificate from scratch: Open a new Word document. Choose the Layout tab. In the page setting group, select Orientation and then select Landscape. Choose the Design tab. Choose the boundaries of the pages. On the Page Boundary tab,
choose style or art, assign size and color, and then select Box icon. Choose OK to see the result. To adjust the fields, select the settings and then enter the new values. Add text boxes to the document and customiz the look of font styles, sizes, and colors as you wish. Save changes in the user template. A few years
ago, when I started doing webinars, my first was to create graphic organizers with Google Pictures. That was before I started this blog, so I never shared all this information on the official blog. Organizers are an excellent tool for sharing information, explaining the concept, or illustrating relationships using elements
including images, shapes, text, colors and connecting lines. They can be used in education age group or subject area. There are many great tools for creating graphic organizers. Some are installed programs, while others are on the Internet. Some are free, while others cost money. Teachers and students should be
encouraged to try out a variety of different tools to determine what is best for them and for specific situations. However, one great choice for graphic organizers is Google Pictures. See below for directions on how to create graphic organizers with Google Pictures (including help guides and a recorded webinar), as well as
30 free samples of graphic organizers that can be copied, used and modified as needed. Tutorials For written instructions on how to create graphic organizers with Google Drawings, see Google Drawings for Graphic Organizers - Google Docs link to 1-hour recorded webinar learning, watch the video below. (It was my
first webinar, so it might be a little rough around the edges.) Example Graphic Organizers Click on the links below to get your own copy of any of these Google Drawing templates for graphic organizers. Each pattern has directions on the left side of the Drawings canvas. Feel free to use and/or change them as needed,
although please leave my attribution and blog link in the drawings when you share them. Word Study Chart - Google Drawing Link Location or Country Research Web - Google Drawing Link 5 Sense Diagram - Google Drawing Link Frayer Model 1 - Google Drawing Link Frayer Model 2 - Google Drawing Link Compare



and Contrast - Google Drawing Link Cause and Influence 1 - Google Drawing Link Fishbone Chart - Google Drawing Link Season Sorter - Chart - Google Figure Link Sandwich Chart - Google Drawing Link Basic Idea and Details - Google Drawing Link 2 Circle Venn Chart - Google Figure Link 3 Circle Venn Chart -
Google Drawing Link 3 Level Tree Chart - Google Drawing Link Cluster Web - Google Drawing Link 3 Step Cycle - Google Drawing Link 4 Step Cycle - Google Figure Link 6 Step Cycle - Google Figure Link 3 Step Sequence - Google Figure Link 4 Step Web - Google Drawing Link 5 Circle Web - Google Drawing Link 6
Circle Web - Google Drawing Link 9 Circle Web - Google Figure Link Conclusion If You Have Any of Your Own Google Figure Graphic Organizers Please consider sharing them in the comments below. Or, if you have a request for a chart, let me know and I'll be happy to create it and add it to the collection for everyone
to use. Reporting by Eric Kurts. Bring me to your school, organization, or conference with more than 50 PD sessions to choose from. Contact me on twitter.com/ericcurts and on Google on plus.google.com/+EricCurts1 head back to school with Office templates. Download Patterns Now Improve Improve with free chart
templates, people are more responsive to visual information and retain more of it. So before you create your next presentation, check out the Microsoft chart templates. These free chart templates use colors, infographics and unique designs to tell your story vividly. Use the chart template to guide the customer through
the process, report the causes and consequences, outline the reporting structure, and more. PowerPoint SmartArt templates transform blocks of copies or bullets into simple but powerful visuals that improve your presentations and reach your audience. Some popular SmartArt templates are equipped with multicolored
graphics sensors, color block graphics and dual DNA spiral graphics, and these are just a few. You can also try an animated chart template in which tabs are shown one by one. Microsoft's animated charts include an animated floral slide, animated scale, and more. The diagram templates used alone or as part of the
presentation give your story more influence to leave a greater impression on the audience. Students learn the pros, cons and interesting things related to a topic, idea or solution. (Represented by Rhett Oldham of the St. Genevieve R-II School District in Missouri) make full use of color, line and clip art to create stylish
graphic organizers. Edraw's built-in graphics patterns give you inspiration and a smooth start to learning and learning. Chart Mind Map Graphic Design No Result Basic Idea and Support Details Hanger Home Idea Details Home Idea Details Home Idea Details Empty Tree Chart Wealth Idea Writing Graphic Organizer
History Elements Graphic Organizer Graphic Organizer Graphic Organizer Chronological Organizer Chronological Writing Graphic Organizer By Graphic Organizer Writing Graphic Organizer By Graphic Organizer Sequence Writing Graphic Organizer Graphic Organizer Compare Contrast Brainstorm Graphic Organizer
Comparison and Contrast Ball Basic Ideas Chart 5Ws Chart Compare Contrast Leaf Flower Map and Details Empty Effect Causes Candy Basic Idea and Details Chart Spider Map Whether the Flowchart Experiment Is an Unfavorable Impact Environment Water Cycle Fact Search for thousands of customizable Microsoft
templates to go start your work, Microsoft's school and family projects offers a wide selection of Office templates for everyday use. Create a custom photo card, untie your idea by a million dollars, or plan your next family vacation with Microsoft Office templates. Find the perfect tool to complete a task or case with
PowerPoint, Excel, and Word templates. Check out the free Word templates for a wide range of formatted documents. Holding an event? Invite guests with an invitation template or flyer template. his thanks to those who do good things with the printing of thank-you cards. When it's time for a career change, use a
customizable resume template, professionally designed to help you land your dream job. A wide range of PowerPoint PowerPoint templates The perfect starting point for all your graphic and data presentation needs, offering a plethora of themes, diagrams and design options. Use the presentation template for your next
school project or add an infographic of the data chart in the deck field to polish and liven up the presentation. Data management and information tracking are comforted by Excel templates. Manage business spending with a log template, track assets with an inventory template, and keep an eye on team members using
the Gantt chart template. To help manage life outside of work, you can publish a family work schedule or agree your next trip with a vacation planner template. Template. free graphic organizer templates for microsoft word
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